
T R f l N S F O R I I H I l O N S 

"... í'.v God lo Co/eiii ax IIKIII ix lo iiiacliiiiey" 
[Norberl Wierior. 1<)()1.] 

"7̂ 0 say ihal ihe worid can be defined as nii 
ob/'ect, "X". for scienlijlc opcralioiix ix lo iiiakc 
(111 (diso/iilc ofxciciilific cogiiilioii. ox ij (¡II 
lililí liiix bceii or ix linx iierer luid iiiiv 
¡)iii/>oxc ollicr lliíiii llir lobonilory. Iii lliix 
wa~)\ ílic "opcrdlioiKil" llioiif^lil bt'ronu'x 
abxoluíely aiiificial. irhicli irc xee iii 
cyhenielic ideolog); irlierc inaii'xJale ix 
di'iiri'd froiii a iialiiral iii/oniialioii proccxx, 
i I xeij lakeii froiii I he iiiodelx for iiiaii'x 
niiieliiiiex. Ij lliix //Y;V oj Ihiiikiiig lacklex 
mankind and liislory. and ij. I)y prelending lo 
ignore Ihe knowledge ire gain lliroiigh 
conloel (iiid alliliidex. il xlarix lo "coiixlruel'' 
ihem j'roni a jeiv abxlracl characlerixiicx (...) 
and Ihen man Iruly becomex llie 
"nianipnlaiidiini" lie belierex liiinxeij lo be. ive 
/xixx inlo a rnlliiral condilion in irhirli 
nolhing roneerning mankind or liixloiy ix Irne 
or falxe any longer. and inlo a deep xleep or 
niglilmare jrom irliicli nolhing ran oroiixe 
iix. " 

[Maurice Mi>rleiiii-Pcinl\. 1')()().] 

To begin WÍIIK let iis compare the 

famous image of Roiiald Reagan s 

speech to the 1984 Republican pa i ty 

convention, which was made from a 

giaiit video screen, willi disabled actor 

Christopher Reeve's appearance at the 

Democratic partv convention this year. 

The enormous picture of Reagan, ^dth 

llie dehghted Nancv Reagan as a 

spectator, was inimortahzed in the 

'eighties as one of the inost perf'ect icoiis 

of the period's fashionalile theories on 

the precession of siiruilacra, hvperreah(v. 

and the implosión of the social. [1] Bnt 

now, Uttle more than a decade later, 

methods have become radical in a 

different way. People are no longer 

satisfied willi simulacra. In an age 

wliere the gianl video screen is becoming 

standard living-room equipment , 

Reeve's appearance is an indication ol a 

new fascination witli the special cultm'al 

perspective, which is written into life-, 

bio- and information technology of all 

tv]Jes: of the cyborg and its 

"cyborgology. ' [2] 

Reeve, whose inost important 

"...A Sleep or 
Nightmare from 
which Nothing 
Can Arouse Us" 

achievement in HoUvwood was his 

leading role in the "Superman fihns, 

became paralvzed from the neck down 

in a tragic accident and is only now able 

to breathe - i .e . survive- throngh a 

respiration machine which keeps Inm 

alive in a kind of high-tech iron lung. 

To inake his sitiiation even more tragic, 

but no less explicit, his speech is 

modulated by the machine and it 

emerges with a definite rhythin that is 

generated bv the machine s breathing. 

I~Ie can only speak when the machine 

exhales, and this means that his 

appearance acquires an extraordinarily 

mechanica! dimensión. Reeve's body is 

not merely a human body "cloned into" 

a mechanical appara tus , a kind of 

inverted versión of Hans Moravec's 

renowned idea of downloading 

conscioiisness -miiid— into a computer; 

it presents yet again the historical idea 

of ' ' that intermediate zone, that shadow 

realm ' which unfolds between the 

dream of Immanizing the inhuman and 

visions of making man ' s bodv and being 

hno a transparent entity throngh the 

production of a man-machine . [3] 

The ideas of simulating man. 

simulating machines, androids and 

autómata are aimost as oíd as 

civilization. [4] From Engidu, the 

monstej- of primeval nivthology, which 

was humanized jjy (iilgamesh onlv to 

sacrifice ¡ts life for hini later, via the 

Hebrcw legend of Colem, to the 

autómata of tiie Raroc|ue and the 

Enlightenment, the Fraukensteins of the 

Romantic age and our own time's 

replicants, up to the present prospects of 

"AL" (artificial life), we witness an 

"android epistemology" [5], or rather a 

series of tales that "con.<íliliile a iiiiilli-

layeivil .syxlciii oj iindiiphoricdl iiiid 

inalerial relays, lliroiigli irhicli ji/c.' 

'imliirc' and ^tltat ujiicli is human' are 

redej'ined'" [6]: and these svstems of 

meaning and teclmological construction 

a()pear not least of all to be impelled bv 

a lio]je for the final convergencc of man 

and automaton. This is a liope that 

seems to be shai'ed bv science and 

culttn-e. 

A significant jíart of Ú\e 

]jopulation (especially in the western 

hemisphere) can alreadv be considered 

to Í3e man-utachines, on the groimds of 

their vital, built-in "relays," siich as 

pacemakers. [7] At the same time, a 

global "robot poptilation" of 500,000 

[8] is spoken of without the batt ing of 

an eyelid in many forums. And, in 

Reeve's case, the impact of such 

assertions and tales is so mucli the 

greater, precisely because he seems to 

appear at the intersection of life and 

death, death and automaton, automaton 

and man. where the transition between 

human and non-human becomes lost in 

a new type of virtualitv', where the 

interface vanishes in a mysterious no-

man 's - land that exists between 

apparatus and humanity . [9] Here, 

tales of the man-machine are beine 



linked to the entire arsenal of complex 

modem technology that has come to 

play an ever-greater part, especiaUy 

since the mid-twentieth century. 

Furthermore, the fact that Reeve 

has made himself inte a spokesman for 

socio-poütical humanism in today's 

USA, and was celebrated as such at the 

Democratic convention, fits in only too 

well with these latter-day tales of 

technical and material relays for life 

-tales which are written into the 

complex relationships between body and 

biology, power and techne, which Michel 

Foucault referred to as instances of 

"biopower." One thing which nobody 

seems to notice, but which we can 

hardly ignore if we reflect more deeply, 

is that this imfortunate disability has 

made Reeve so popular precisely because 

it enables him to advance the case of not 

only man, but also of machines. Reeve 

has survived, but our fascination is not 

engaged solely by his struggle for hfe: it 

is equally concemed with the very fact 

that such survival is possible, that his 

disabled body stUl speaks to us, albeit 

from another place, an '^anderswo," 

through the machine, and an 

"anderswerden," from the machine, in 

the rhythm and modality dictated by the 

creaking feedback of the lung apparatus. 

Christopher Reeve is a triumph of 

medicine and hfe-support technologies, 

and his body -which in happier days 

projected the illusion of the Super-man-

has been transformed into an apparatus, 

the integrity of which is underwritten by 

an artificial system, and the function of 

which appears to be perfect when Reeve 

charmingly and eamestly expresses 

himself, involuntarily speaking in a kind 

of machine code, almost digitally, "on-

off," "on-off," one might be tempted to 

say. With great elegance, the feedback of 

the machine also becomes 

"feedforward," because Reeve must, a 

priori, constantly take into account the 

limits of the machine in his behavior. 

When the Democratic convention 

celebrated Reeve, it also celebrated a 

victory for the medical variety of 

constructivist technology which -since 

the 'sixties- has taken form as the visión 

of the cyborg -the cybemetic organism. 

The concept of the cyborg was 

created in the wake of the great 

breakthrough of space technology in the 

'fifties and 'sixties and, of course, in the 

context of the wealth of narrative and 

scientific relays that were actualized in 

the fields of science and culture. The 

term was coined by two NASA doctors 

-Manfred E. Clynes and Nathan S. 

Kline- whose article, "Cyborgs and 

Space" (1960) was subtitled "Altering 

man's bodüy functions to meet the 

requirements of extraterrestrial 

environments would be more logical 

than providing an earthly environment 

for him in space. Artifact-organism 

Systems which would extend man's 

unconscious self-regulatory controls are 

one possibility." [10] This article 

formulated, for the first time, a specific 

android epistemology that targeted the 

human body. With a single blow, Clynes 

and Kline not only launched the Golem 

myths into interplanetary space; they 

also brought its specific technological 

planning far closer to the modemized 

Golem myths long cultivated by science 

fiction, movies and diverse inventor 

types. The cyborg was prepared (if not 

named) and, with the birth of cybemetic 

thinking at the end of World War Two, 

it seemed that the route had been 

opened to a dyntunic instnmient which 

could approach life and machine, the 

organic and the mechanical, the Golem 

myths and mankind. 

According to Clynes and Kline, the 

cyborg state would "free" man, so that 

he would be able to escape from the 

restrictions to which he would otherwise 

be subject in an extraterrestrial 

environment: "Ifman attempts partial 

adaptation to space conditions, instead 

ofinsisting on carrying his whole 

environment along with him, a number 

of new possibilities appear. One is then 

led to think about the incorporation of 

integral exogenous devices (into man 's 

body, A. M.) to bring about the 

biological changes which might be 

necessary in man 's homeostatic 

mechanisms to allow him to Uve in space 

qua natura." [11] The key words here 

are qua natura, since the concept of 

adaptation is not only directed towards 

man's metamorphosis but, in reahty, has 

also been inverted to become the 

incorporation of systems into man. 

Man's homeostatic mechanisms 

thus become a new and different field in 

which endogenous and exogenous 

parameters seem to converge, without it 

being possible for man to be absorbed 

without trace into the technology, and 

without the technology being 

incorporated completely into man. The 

relationship between man and machine 

is thus asymptotic. Although man can 

exist in space in the form of a cybemetic 

organism, this cybemetic organism is, 

from the outset, compelled to subjugate 

itself to certain irreducible attributes of 

the organic, without which it would not 

be reasonable to speak of homeostasis. 

It is a question of a displaced 

equilibrium. It is exactly this question 

that Clynes ponders in a later article: 

"There is a strange technological 

imbalance between man's development 

ofhis tools and machines for the 

penetration ofthe nature of space, and 

his lack of progress in cyborg 

technology." [12] And, in an interview 

many years after the birth of the first 

ideas, Clynes speaks of five stages in the 

development of the cyborg, according to 

which, it is precisely the problem of that 

which is human -the body's opposition-

that is the crucial issue, but now 

formulated as a question of how man's 

emotional structure can be 

"cybemeticized." [13] 

The first stage is concemed with 

the adaptation of the physiognomy, for 

instance, to the extraterrestrial 

"environment." The second stage poses 

the question of whether man can adapt 

himself emotionally to the cyborg state. 

The third stage, which Clynes believes 

can be attained immediately, should be 

aimed at manipulating those processes 

within the brain that genérate emotional 

States, in part with the aid of genetic 

technology. The fifth and final stage 



concems a fuUy-manipulated human 

body, i.e. a fuUy-developed cyborg, 

which is attained through manipulation 

of the molecular structures in the brain, 

manipulation which will, in tum, 

provide the final solution to the 

emotional problem. Nonetheless, a 

human gestalt continúes to exist within 

this final manipulandmn: "Eventually, 

millennia from now, our brains may 

perhaps exist for thousands ofyears or 

more, rich in illusion, concentrated and 

powerful, with múltiple sensors, and 

may not really need the body for its 

existence. The pleasures of the body, 

and striving ofthe spirit, learning, 

creating and inquiring and 

communicating could be available 

without the body ...as they are to us in 

dreams today. [14] 

These visions of the cybemetíc organism 

transpon the man-machine from its 

shadow realm into the transptirency of 

techno-science. In 1948, against the 

background of the advances in servo-

mechanical, electronic and information 

technology made during World War II, 

Norbert Wiener formulated the goals of 

a scientific discipline based on the entire 

field of "control and communication 

theory, whether in the machine or in the 

animal...." This field, he called 

Cybemetics[15]: "... the many autómata 

ofthe present age are coupled to the 

outside world bothfor the reception of 

impressions and for the performance of 

actions. They contain sense organs, 

effectors, and the equivalent of a nervous 

system to intégrate the transfer of 

information from the one to the other. 

They lend themselves very well to 

description in physiological terms. It is 

scarcely a miracle that they can be 

subsumed under one theory with the 

mechanisms of physiology. " [16] 

For Wiener, a decisive 

characteristic of the cybemetic 

organism, is that its function is related 

to a flow of input data. Input-output is 

based on a well-defined "past-future 

order," [17] and an automaton must be 

íible to genérate its output for a whole 

class ofinputs." [18] It must be able to 

change its state dynamically, a necessity 

which conflicts with the view of the 

automaton as a conservative physical 

system. According to Wiener, it is 

precisely the latter factor that makes it 

possible to consider automaton and body 

as similarly formed, that is, as existing 

in a vitalistic paradigm (cf. Henri 

Bergson) but, as Wiener stresses, this is 

an altered vittJism that is removed from 

any form of metaphysics. [19] In place 

of a dichotomy between vitalism and 

mechanism, we must develop a new 

concept of the material, which rephrases 

these "badlyposed questions," [20] and 

places them squarely within the 

framework of a general theory of 

cybemetícs, based on dynamic control in 

organic and mechanical "autómata." 

The cyborg is thus more than a 

concrete object: it is a model, a 

technologicfJ structure which, according 

to Hables Gray et al., lacks a well-

defined technological object character, 

[21] but which must be considered a 

problem complex that refers to a "full 

range of intímate organic-machinic 

relations. " [22] A variety of cyborg 

technologies are being developed from 

work done on military, medical, 

entertainment and industrial 

appUcations of the cybemetic organism. 

These include "restoratíve" technologies 

in the form of prosthetics, pacemakers, 

etc., "normalizing" technologies which 

normaüze physiological deviations, for 

instance, of the disabled, "extended" 

technological applicatíons related to 

miütary or industrial use and, finally, 

"reconfiguring" technology, in which "... 

posthuman creatures equal to but 

different than humans..." [24] are 

created, creatures whose function can be 

compared to the state of an interactor in 

cyberspace, who interacts with peers or 

with a niunber of artificial agents of 

different types "or, in the futm'e, the 

type of modifications proto-humans will 

undergo to live in space or under the sea 

having given up the comforts of 

terrestrial existence ...." [26] In a 

broader sense, the cybemetíc organism 

refers us to the android epistemology 

which is written into the modemist 

history of science, from Copemicus, via 

Darwin and Freud, up to Wiener and so 

forth. Characteristic of this history, 

according to Hables Gray et al., is its 

elimination of the differences -or 

"discontinuities"- between the cosmos 

and the individual, man and animal, 

man and the unconscious and finally, in 

cybemetics, between man and machine. 

To the extent that nature and machine 

can be united in a paradigm written on 

the basis of the abohtion of the "fourth 

discontinulty," we are able to discem 

"the sign of the cyborg," the posthuman 

and the transhuman. [28] 

According to George Canguilhem, 

this centiuy's history of the relationship 

between the mechanical and the organic 

can be written as the adaptation of 

technology to íJlow man to live in 

"continuity with Ufe." [29] While early 

modemism strove to define man as a 

machine, this approach is being reversed 

in the present century. Although 

Canguilhem asserts that the machine has 

its origins in pre-modem magic, the 

development of a rationalizing 

technology means that this origin is 

being forgotten in favor of a new 

mechanical order. [30] The rational 

machine introduces the possibility of a 

partner-race between man and science, 

in which the technical ¿md scientific 

elements interchange. It was against 

this background that the beginning of 

the century witnessed the start of a new 

partner-race between the organic and 

the mechanical, a race which has 

become a structural trait of technology. 

The gradual introduction (by 

industrialism) of an ever-more complex 

mechanical element, proceeded paraUel 

to a similarly expanding anthropological 

understanding of technology as the 

systematic expansión of human life 

processes. [31] Increasingly 

comprehensive studies of the functioning 

body in production processes, such as F. 

W. Taylor's investigations into the 



possibility of mathematically quantifying 

the body's motor functions [32], 

resulted in the realization that processes 

that seem mechanically superfluous are, 

in reality, necessary to the body; "... the 

systematic examination of certain 

physiological, psychotechnological and 

even some psychological conditions ... 

finally cuhninated in a reversal ... in 

which technology would adapt machines 

to the human body. [33] 

Although, from a Cartesian 

viewpoint, the organism is mechanical, 

the opposite viewpoint emerged during 

the course of the nüíeteenth and 

twentieth centuries, i.e. that the machine 

must be adapted to the organic, that it 

must be adapted to man's 

anthropological characteristics, as 

Canguilhem has suggested. 

We can thus consider three parameters 

that are important to the invention of 

the cyborg: 1) The transformation of the 

android epistemology, from its existence 

in the man-machine shadow realm, to 

the concept of the cybemetic organism; 

2) The increasingly complex interchange 

between the organic and the mechanical 

in science and technology, mediated, to 

an extent, by Information technology 

and its paradigms; 3) The increasingly 

comprehensive social and cultural 

implications of these ideas (even if, in 

many cases, they remain just ideas, 

"metaphorical relays"). Although this 

epistemological history is obviously 

interesting in itself, the decisive aspects 

in our context will be the trend towards 

a new definition of technology that is 

growing out of the increasingly complex 

relationship between technology and 

non-technology (rather than the 

primarily organic and mechanical) as 

well as the purely quantitative aspects of 

this trend -realized technology. 

It is here that we can find the 

background of the cyborg's significance 

for art and culture, the fascination with 

what Scott Bukatmtm calis the "terminal 

identity," "a space of accommodation to 

an intensively technological existence." 

[34] This fascination is formulated 

especially radically by cyberfeminists 

such as Donna Haraway, in her famous 

"Cyborg Manifestó" [35], and by cyborg 

activists such as Sandy Stone [36], in 

whose thought the cyborg does not 

simply figure as the adequate norm for 

identity in cyberspace, but also tums 

itself towards the world "outside" as a 

new critical instrument. Stone considers 

the cyborg to be a mediator in the 

service of the transsexual identity of the 

body, behaving as a peculiar mirror 

(screen) in the on-going conflict between 

bodily identity and sociality. [37] 

According to Stone, the cyborg becomes 

an Índex for gauging the natural body's 

illusory naturalness, its invisibility in 

social law, which customarily represents 

the relationship between the monstrous 

and the natural. This law is forced into 

crisis by the cyborg and transsexual 

activism, both of which are schisms 

between two types of lived nature, which 

is not only the product of social 

sexuahty and a body, but also refers to 

an ambiguous physicality which is both 

lived and imagined, and: "... which 

expresses the default subject position in 

the virtual age, and which by its 

enunciation calis into question not 

simply the masquerade of gender but the 

facticity of social identity tout court." 

[38] 

What Canguilhem saw as an 

historical and epistemological 

"reconciliation" between the organic and 

the mechanical, is given a special twist 

here in the new, virtual, cybemetic and 

informationized field of ambiguous 

social "robotics," which appears neither 

to maintain the distinction between body 

and technology, ñor between nature and 

culture. The asymptotic convergence of 

the organic and the mechanical, which 

was based on certain irreducible 

attributes of the organic and the 

mechanical, is shifted into something 

which, for want of a better expression, 

could be called a virtual field -in the 

technological, cultural, social, economic 

and political sense- generated by and 

expressed through the ever-more 

comprehensive complex of technologies 

that keep us alive, from traffic lights 

and refrigerators to pacemakers and 

biotechnology. Our "cyberbodies" are 

neither neutral prosthetics ñor limited to 

our imaginations -on the contrary, they 

are a result of a particular style of 

interaction with the world and a 

technological hallmark stamped on 

matter, time and space, which expresses 

the human's destiny as "the artificial in 

nature," as the Germán philosopher 

Wolfgang Schirmacher has put it. [39] 

But, this artificiality is not the absolutely 

artificial: it is rooted in the world. It is 

the translation of man and his destiny 

into an intermedíate field where "... on 

this side of the puré subject and the pm'e 

object, something like a third dimensión 

will be opening up, where our activity 

and passivity, our autonomy and oiu' 

dependence, no longer contradict one 

another. [40] 

Thus, we are mistaken if we 

understand the cybemetic organism as 

the transformation of man into a puré 

construct, as the effect of mutual 

transparency between machine and 

organism. It is not a question of 

resolving the mystery of the man-

machine, of illiuninating man's "black 

box," but instead, of the fundamental 

asymptotic convergence of the 

mechanical and the organic. The cyborg 

is not an artificial construction; neither 

is it a mechanical parasite or a rejection 

of Ufe, but rather a virtual field in which 

the mechanical and the organic 

simultaneously undergo metamorphosis 

and mfiintain opposition. The cyborg 

will constantly retain an irreducible 

residue of biological and mechanical 

"flesh," although this may tend to a 

kind of borderline determination. From 

within, from its virtual field, it will 

formúlate this boundary, this 

fundamental barrier, difference, 

opposition, which refers not only to a 

specific tum in our comprehension of 

anthropology (as discussed by 

Schirmacher), but to a new concept of 

techne, written into the functional. 
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symbolic and imaginary utilization of 

technology that characterizes post

industrial society. It is at once a specific 

technology, of which Reeve's state is an 

expression, and a manifestation of new 

post-industrial dynamics which we see, 

for instance, in the informationized 

economy's trade in futures and 

derivatives. This is a peculiar form of 

modemized, instrumental Herrschaft, 

from within which man observes, 

examines and transforms himself. The 

cyborg is neither freedom, ñor its 

opposite. It leaves both concepts open. 

The cyborg is an expression of the 

fact that the instrumental, hermeneutic 

and phenomenological determinations of 

technology to which we have been 

accustomed, are being supplemented by 

a special determination of the 

technological, ene which cuts across life 

and techne, body and machine -what 

Ezio Manzini has caUed the 

sedimentation of technology as an 

artificial ecology. [41] This sedimentary 

aspect of technology (its accumulation 

and extensional logic, as well as the 

complex interrelations between the 

technical and the non-technical -from 

biology, via the dynamic systems of AL, 

to notions of the cyborg as a social 

identity and representational field), 

ushers in, in the words of N. Katherine 

Hayles, a new relationship between 

science and the imaginary: "they speak, 

if not the same language, then from the 

same place ...." [42] The cyborg will 

therefore retain a fundamentally 

phenomenological dimensión of being as 

meaning, despite, or rather because of, 

its asymptotic convergence and its 

expanding virtuality. 

So, we can join our volees with 

Merleau-Ponty's, in his criticism of a 

blind cybemetics that leads us "... into a 

deep sleep or nightmare from which 

nothing can arouse us." But we can do 

this precisely because we believe that the 

convergence which Norbert Wiener 

formulated as a theory of information 

and control, was based on a structural 

similitude in theorganic and the 

mechanical, a form that did not exelude 

the organic and the mechanical self. To 

paraphrase another idea of Merleau-

Ponty [42], the cyborg is a little more a 

little less machine in the same way that 

it is always a little more a little less mtm. 

That is why it does not show us the 

materiahzed dream of the dark man-

machine. Instead, it shows us a world in 

which man exists and in which he is 

compelled to leam to know himself.... 
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